
Why DO2 RapidWrapper?

 Automating the lumber wrapping process is faster, safer and saves labor cost
 It uses industry leading and proven WeatherPro™ coated woven wrap
 Extremely low maintenance cost

InterWrap® is confident we have a superior solution to offer the marketplace for automated lumber 
package wrapping and printing of label information directly on WeatherPro woven wrap. The DO2 RapidWrapper is 
the logical answer to today and tomorrow’s requirements for automation without forsaking quality of wrap. Today’s 
modern wood manufacturers are demanding automatic solutions for streamlined production and increased safety. The 
DO2 RapidWrapping System has been specifically designed to meet and exceed these requirements with the use of 
superior strength InterWrap WeatherPro woven polypropylene wrap and ZeroDowntime™ built-in production 
capabilities. 

 Advantages of using the DO2 RapidWrapper and a wrap:

 Automatically wrap lumber, EWP & OSB packages in as little as 45 seconds!

 Wrapping system drastically reduces wrapping and labeling labor with ROI 

 in as little as one year dependent upon number of units wrapped

 ZeroDowntime™ - wrapper works in fully automatic & semi-automatic modes!

 New patent pending DO2 WrapPrint™ label printing system automatically 

 prints label information directly on the wrap eliminating the need to purchase 

 or apply labels

 Unlike cross laminated or standard stretch wrap blown film systems, the DO2 

 RapidWrapper can adjust the wrapping tension allowing for optimized air 

 flow between the wood and the wrap allowing for faster dry time and 

 optimized mold control

 Unit can wrap various widths and lengths of packages from 5’ to greater than 

 64’ in length

 Self loading multiple width roll dispensers for faster cycle times

 Small footprint and open structure design allows for easy access and low

 maintenance cost.  No hydraulics, operated by simple pneumatic and electric

 servo motors.  Equipment is virtually maintenance free, no oiling 

 or greasing required

 Leasing programs available 

 

Also available with a 
commercial grade

DO2 WrapPrint™ in-line 
labeling/bar code
printing system

Developed for use with WeatherPro lumber wrap 

T E C H N O L O G Y

Automatically wraps lumber packages 
in as little as 45 seconds!



The DO2 RapidWrapping System is the most cost effective automatic solution that is designed to use the 
packaging industry’s most reliable, proven strength InterWrap WeatherPro woven polypropylene wraps which 
are 100% recyclable. Whether you are shipping across town or across the continent, the interwoven 
polypropylene tapes sealed inside layers of advanced  polymer coatings will provide the protection your 
packages need to arrive looking mill fresh.

Another unique time and cost saving feature of the  
DO2 RapidWrapping System is the optional patent pending DO2 
WrapPrinter™ in-line printer. You can now print your label 
information and anything else you wish directly on InterWrap 
WeatherPro wrap! And it can be instantly updated, no more label 
re-orders or labels falling off packages!

Also available on the DO2 RapidWrapper is the “Multiple Width 
Roll Loading” option. This tailor-made feature gives you the 
flexibility of preloading multiple rolls (as many as required) of 
varying widths and change on the fly!

 DO2 RapidWrapper woven wrap Poly film

Operational in automatic & semi-automatic modes Yes No  

Optional in-line printing directly onto wrap Yes No

Tensile strength - ASTM-D882 MD: 60 lbs/in CD: 60 lbs/in MD 12 lbs/in CD 11 lbs/in

Tear strength - ASTM-D4533 MD 48 lbs CD 44 lbs MD 9 lbs CD 12 lbs

Ball burst - ASTM-D751 160 lbs 40 lbs

Reinforcing weave count 5 x 5 None

DO2 RapidWrapper high strength WeatherPro™ woven polypropylene wrap vs. poly film 

MD = Machine Direction, CD = Cross Direction
Test data is based on average taken over several production runs and should not be considered or interpreted as minimum or maximum values. Values are typical data and not limiting specifications. All 
values ± 10 %. Polyolefin woven fabrics are manufactured in accordance with national standards which allow for non-critical variances in weights and measures.
InterWrap Inc. does not guarantee the above results as we cannot anticipate all of the conditions or types of materials from different manufacturers for which the products may be used. The end user is 
advised to test and evaluate all materials and products for their safety and suitability. InterWrap Inc. accepts no responsibility for the safety and suitability of products or materials used.
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